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1998 : Beguinage becomes UNESCO WHP

UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTY



1999 : Belfry becomes UNESCO WHP



� 2000 : historic city centre
becomes UNESCO WHP

� 2009 : Procession of The Holy
Blood - Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity

BELFRY

BEGUINAGE



� Criterion (ii): The Historic Town of Brugge is testimony, 
over a long period, of a considerable exchange of 
influences on the development of architecture, 
particularly in brick Gothic, as well as favouring
innovative artistic influences in the development of medieval
painting, being the birthplace of the school of the Flemish
Primitives. 

� Criterion (iv): The Historic Town of Brugge is an
outstanding example of an architectural ensemble,
illustrating significant stages in the commercial and cultural
fields in medieval Europe, of which the public, social, and
religious institutions are a living testimony. 

� Criterion (vi): The Town of Brugge was birthplace of the 
Flemish Primitives and a centre of patronage and
development of painting in the Middle Ages with artists such
as Jan van Eyck and Hans Memling. 

UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE PROPERTY



� 2008-2009 : Citizens-organisations sent letters of complaint 
to UNESCO, Paris
They demand that the city authorities should not approve to 
(certain) new building and large scale developments in the 
city centre.
They also notice a lack of conservation policy.

� March 2010 : visit of UNESCO-delegation to evaluate the 
complaints (WHC Seville – june 2009)
• Mr. Jiroslav Kilian - Icomos expert  

• Mr. Ahmad Junaid Sorosh-Wali – program specialist, Unesco Paris 

• Mrs. Regina Durighello, director Icomos World Heritage Program, 
Paris 

UNESCO REPORT



Hoogstraat 6-8: restoration and new extention









Predikherenrei: new national archives







Steenstraat: environment of the cathedral
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Railway station and surroundings









Positive aspects:

� important investments in (very professional) restorations

� the improvement of the public transportation and the cultural
sector;  

� the adjustment of certain projects towards a more qualitative
architecture;  

� no criticism towards the contested modern architecture and
design (criticism towards the visual impact of some projects)  

UNESCO MISSION REPORT



Threats:

� the ambiguous policy towards world heritage in the national
legislation

� the attitude and policy towards buildings with ‘minor 
architectural value’

� no severe policy towards changes in urban typologie and
plot structure; 

� maladjusted spatial and economical developments in 
the surroundings of the world heritage

� the visual impact of important projects in the surrounding
landscape

UNESCO MISSION REPORT



August 2010: the UNESCO-report includes recommendations 
towards the city:

a) explore ways to list the property in the framework of 
national legislation as an « urban landscape » to 
protect the coherence and the overall urban form, 

b) undertake the study of the specific urban areas to define 
the urban typology and the conditions for possible 
future development,

c) promote clearer and more effective links between the 
development interests of the city and the need to 
conserve the Historic Centre of Brugge, by incorporating 
the requirements of heritage conservation into 
regional planning documents, 

UNESCO MISSION REPORT



d) identify important views from and towards the 
property and incorporate their protection into urban 
planning documents, 

e) strengthen governance of the property to make it more 
proactive and incorporate this into the approved urban 
plan based on the approved Statement of 
Outstanding Universal Value, 

f) envisage the establishment of an advisory panel of 
experts specifically created for the property inscribed 
on the World Heritage List, that may be consulted as 
regards important projects and provide advice on their 
suitability at an early stage; 



UNESCO MISSION REPORT - REACTIONS

First reactions by the city of Bruges:

� Additions to the existing city regulation: 
� … in the Unesco World Heritage Area, demolition is not allowed: 

� if the constructions have a heritage value

� or/and they are valuable in the context of the cityscape.

If demolition can be considered, permission can only be given if: 

� if the replacing new architecture has sufficient spatial quality.   

� a building application has to include a visual impact study for buildings with certain
height: 

� 15m in the historical centre

� 20m in the buffer zone

� 30m outside the buffer zone    

� establish an advisory panel of experts who advise 
important projects and planning documents in an early stage; 

� review the “Statement of Outstanding Universal Values”  

� a management plan has to be made and approved (Sum
Research – R. Lemaire Institute).    



MANAGEMENT PLAN

I. Functioning of the city



Housing

Retail

Horeca

Tourism

Culture

Religion

Education

Economy (other)

Mobility



- Housing function has 
increased in numbers, 
but also clear ageing
and dejuvenation

- Attractive living 
environment, little
motorized traffic, easily
accessible, many
facilities � user-friendly

city

- High standard of living 
vs high housing prices

- Increasing pressure on 
housing (tourism). 

Housing



Evaluation Structure Plan 1972

Some of the main goals of the 1972 Plan are in 2012 still in 
order, but new ambitions and attention points complement 
this vision.

According to the analysis, the main issues for Bruges are:

‐ Protection of the residential function and the 

diversity of the residents in the city

‐ Promote a unique and highly qualitative cultural image of 

old and new masters 

‐ The link between the city and its environment: a 

historical connection that still offers possibilities

‐ A new vision on World Heritage and Historic Urban 

Landscapes: urban tissue, old and new icons in the city

‐ World Heritage as a driving force



II. Historical analysis 

MANAGEMENT PLAN

� general history of the city



II. Historical analysis 

MANAGEMENT PLAN

� historical morphological analysis

� historical architecture

and materials



HISTORIC URBAN LANDSCAPE

CASE STUDIES

Examples of typical urban

landscapes

Structuring elements

Historical layers Morphology

Urban roof

Parcel structure

Materials







Importance of the link between the city and its
surroundings

� contact between
world heritage and
very dynamic
periferie

� difference between
the transitions in the 
eastern and western 
part of the city

� traffic

� visual impact on the 
world heritage area
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1. ‘Gate areas’
- Mobility connections
- Connection to the urban tissue 

of the World Heritage Property
- Views and perspectives

2. ‘Strategic development areas’
- Global development visions in 

urban projects
- Immediately linked to (or part 

of) the World Heritage Property
- Visual impact

AMBITION:
Allow strategic development



territory of the city of Bruges

� strategic development

� important views from and towards the city

� high rise study

� visual impact studies 



‘cultural landscape’

� Important historic relations

� global policy 



ACTION PLAN

� first of all the management plan suggest a continuation of 
the current managment with additional listed monuments and
cityscapes, restoration premiums, existing city regulation…



ACTION PLAN

� during the preparations of the management plan, the city of 
Bruges started with a ‘heritage evaluation map’ of the 
entire city. Goal is to identify and describe each of the 10.054 
buildings. There are 7 categories: 

� 0: iconic buildings, landmarks

� 1: buildings with important heritage value; 

� 2: buildings with heritage value; 

� 3: buildings with limited heritage value and/or important 
in the cityscape

� 4: buildings that support the context/cityscape

� 5: neutral buildings

� 6: buildings that conflict in scale, material,… with the 
context
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ACTION PLAN

� ACTION 3: ‘High Rise Plan’     

- Important views 
towards the unesco
world heritage area will
be detected and
protected;

- goal is to obtain
regulations for future
growth and possible
high rise. Can high rise
buildings contribute to
the development, the 
charisma and the 
structure of the city?
Which locations are 
appropriate?    



ACTION PLAN

� ACTION 1: ‘Thematical Urban Execution Plan’     



- Unesco recommendation:
- ‘explore ways to list the property in the framework of national

legislation as an « urban landscape » to protect the coherence and
the overall urban form’

- a listing of the whole city of Bruges as a ‘protected
landscape’ is not possible/desirable

- a ‘Thematical Urban Execution Plan’ focuses on the 
cityscape and offers the same possibilities, but is more 
flexible (~normal U.E.P.).

- this Plan includes the most important (historic) roads, 
squares, views and landscapes.     



- goal: 

- implement the heritage evaluation map and protect
the most valuable categories (0-1-2-3?);

- guidelines on buildings that can be improved or 
even demolished. What building typology is 
appropriate? Height? Width? Façade and roof 
typology?  

- preservation without ‘freezing’ the cityscape; 

- more specific, local guidelines than the city
reglementation: specific materialization in a specific
context.           

finalization: beginning of 2014 





ACTION PLAN

� ACTION 2: ‘Partial Plans’     

- Research of a specific
part of the city. These 
plans include a thorough
inventarisation and
evaluation on a small-
scale level. Besides the 
history and heritage
evaluation, also the 
functions, problems and
possibilities are defined.   

- These plans have no legal
basis but can be adopted
in Urban Execution Plans.

finalization: beginning of 2014 



ACTION PLAN

� ACTION 4: ‘Revaluation Plan’

- In cityscapes that are listed
as ‘monument’, a 
Revaluation plan can be
made;

- The heritage
characteristiscs are clearly
described and must be
preserved and
strengthened. 

- Premiums fot maintenance 
and restorations are 
possible if these items are 
described in the plan.    

finalization: beginning of 2014 



ACTION PLAN

� ACTION 5: Communication and education

- a clear communication about the (necessity of 
the) management plan is urgent;

- people in Bruges are confronted with a negative
image of the Unesco-label, heritage and the city
government;   

- heritage must remain part of our cultural identity. 
There is need for more awareness to guarantee
and increase the care for heritage in the future.        



Thank you for your attention


